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摘  要 
 I 




























































The thesis studies dialect system of Jianghuai mandarin in the city of Wuhu. This 
study is based on dialect materials collected through fieldwork by writer, taking 
advantage of conventional dialectological method. Dialect materials collected in this 
thesis provides a full and accurate record for further studies on Jianghuai mandarin. 
This thesis includes five chapters. The first chapter is introduction, which gives a 
sketch of the classification history of Jianghuai mandarin. Both of the studies of 
Jianghuai mandarin in Anhui Province and studies of Wuhu dialectal point are given 
in this part. 
In the second chapter, sound pattern of Wuhu dialect is described in detail, which 
includes phonology, characteristics of initials, vowels and tones and coordination 
between them, tone sandhis in disyllabic words, patterns of combination syllables, and 
comparison of phonetic systems between Wuhu dialect and mandarin and middle 
Chinese. This part of the thesis records two entirely new kinds of tone sandhis, and 
combination syllables are classified.  
The third chapter discusses two phonetic phenomenon. A reasoned and adequate 
explanation is given to the centralization of entering tone. Entering tone in frequently 
used words is prone to centralizing. Finally, the last section tries to give an OT 
explanation to the differences of vowel raising viewed from Xian-Shan She and 
Dang-Jiang She. 
The fourth part discusses several Wuhu dialect grammar characteristics. This 
thesis synthetically gives the first illustration to syntactic characteristics in modern 
Wuhu dialect and tries to give explanation to some phenomenon. This part is 
composed of verb reduplication, negative words, and aspects of verbs, disposal 
constructions and copying topic constructions. In the section discussing verb 
reduplication, a kind of quadrupled reduplication of monosyllable verbs is recorded 
for the first time, which helps to express the idea of “suddenness” or 
“unexpectedness”. In the section of disposal constructions, marker“Na[拿]”is also 















拿]”participates in disposal construction too, which has never been documented in 
Wuhu dialect before. “Dai[代]” which developed from verbs with the meaning 
“offer ”or “help” is mention. It functions as marking objects and cannot works as 
disposing markers. At last, a summary is given to copying topic constructions in 
Wuhu dialect via comparing the ones in Shanghai dialect. These can be divided into 6 
classes, in which pause words are more likely to be omitted. However, VV forms 
constructed from copying topic constructions still obviously varies from simple VV 
type verb reduplication. In the section of “ellipsis of structural particles”, the thesis 
discusses the ellipsis of three kinds of structural particles used in noun phrases, 
adverbial-head words and verb-complement structures. The structural particles are 
omitted in the three structures mentioned above. However, only in frequently used 
noun phrases can the structural particles be omitted. Structural particles applied in 
adverbial-head words especially in mandarin tend to be disappearing in Wuhu dialect. 
In verb-complement structures, no structural particles are applied, and it is remarkable 
that complex compliment is required for the most times, while bare adjectives 
following verbs are used to emphasis capability or are used in symmetric construction 
for comparison.  
The last chapter sums up the contribution of this research and discusses 
deficiencies. 
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第一章  绪论 
 1 
第一章  绪论 
1.芜湖概况① 
芜湖市位于安徽省东南部，属长江中下游地区，中心地理座标为东经 119度

























































































































































第二章  语音 
 5 
第二章  语音 
第一节  芜湖话音系 
1 声韵调 
1.1  声母共 18个，包括零声母在内： 
 
p把拜班百 ph披袍攀匹 m米毛慢抹 f夫肥饭罚  
t多队胆答 th他桃汤脱   l 拿老烂纳 
ʦ祖走站窄 ʦh粗催仓错  s 苏帅桑杀  
k家怪管刮 kh可挎宽哭  x 和花喊喝  
ʨ举教精接 ʨh去秋强雀  ɕ戏修星吸  
    ʐ惹绕然热 





1.2  韵母共 39个： 
 
开 齐 合 撮 
ɿ 资寺知是 i比机写洗 u炉祖夫户 y徐女句芋 
a巴家耳下 ia加佳假夏 ua瓜蛙挂话  
ɛ台来柴开 ie阶邪芥械 uɛ乖怀拐快  
ei杯飞腿给  ui灰追桂蕊  

















ɵ否头走肉 iɵ刘酒牛有   
ɔ包刀早好 iɔ表鸟小巧   
o婆多可火    
ã南班帮胖 iã两羊江降 uã玩关光窗  
õ潘酸宽船    
ən吞村能生 iẽ尖盐棉燕  yẽ全圈远悬 
ɔŋ轰洞众共 in民信明净 un困昏春纯 yn旬俊均菌 
 iɔŋ凶绒穷用   
aʔ八抹蜡杀 iaʔ恰胛狭压 uaʔ滑挖刷刮  
əʔ直北白摘 ieʔ叶蝶别蜜  yeʔ学月药曲 
  uɔʔ括物落竹  
 iəʔ笔力席敌 uəʔ脱入毒宿 yəʔ薛雪剧菊 







1.3  单字调共 5个： 
 
调类 调值 例字 
阴平 31 高粗三飞 
阳平 35 穷神人云 
上声 313 古草好老 
去声 53 坐社变用 
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